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About This Game

The USSR era is coming to its end – it is 1988.

The radio amateur catches a strange signal that emits incomprehensible noises. It is broadcast around the clock and only
sometimes a human voice makes its way through the air. However, it is impossible to make out what the person is saying. The

most mysterious thing, though, is related to the fact that according to the maps the place the signal is coming from does not
exist. As a main character, you will have to uncover terrifying secrets about this enigmatic signal.

There is no weapon in the game. The protagonist does not know how to handle it.

The most useful thing you have is a radio.

With its help you can understand what is happening in this place. You choose the radio wave on your own in order to catch the
desired signal, contact people, or simply listen to the radio of the USSR. There are a lot of moments in the game related to the

use of the radio.

The story in Noise is not a typical faceless horror.

We'd like to tell you an interesting yet sinister story in Stephen King's manner. The story will be rendered through conversations
and thoughts of the protagonist as well as through the study of locations. Some details of the story can remain unnoticed if you
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don't study the locations carefully. The story is set in the USSR which gives it a peculiar flair.
The main antagonist of the story is the creature which is constantly wandering around, exploring the location the same way you

do. It hunts you and reacts to your actions. If you turn on the light or use a flashlight, the creature will go and check what is
happening. You need to try hard to hide from it because you cannot kill it. The creature sees nothing in the dark, so sometimes it

will be enough to simply turn off the light and wait for a while.
The creature emits radio waves, so you can track it with your radio. We tried to implement the artificial intelligence system in

the game, being inspired by the monster from the Alien film and game.
The creature is important to the story. It is no less important than the protagonist.
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Title: Noise
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Talentplace
Publisher:
KishMish Games
Release Date: 4 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64bit versions only)

Processor: 1.9ghz Intel i5-equivalent processor or higher

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Onboard or dedicated graphics accelerator with 1GB+ of video RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® Compatible

English,Russian
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To be honest, I didn't expect much going into this game. $0.99 normal price, I got it on sale for $0.49. I have to say though, I've
been very pleasantly surprised by this game so far. It's entertaining, and the dialogue is great. The music is also pretty killer.
Really gives a feeling of... immersion. I'd definitely be willing to pay full price for this game. While the design is simple, it's
done very well. The art style is consistent, which gives a sense of satisfaction. For the price offered, you can't really beat the
experience. I'm interested in what else the dev will release next.. Worms play golf, and at 80% off how can you go wrong!

Play through once to get all the ball buffs, then work on collecting all those seemingly impossible crates.

Perfect casual time waster. 10/10.. One of the great modern (although it's 7 years old now) adventure games and genuinely very
funny. Just don't buy it expecting the usual Telltale type of game. I'd love to see more of Hector. Very useful, so far have only
used the character overlay, but app has plenty of potential and developer has already taken my feedback and is adding support
for Minecraft skins!. i love this game it is awsome. This is really good pack, i think I like these skins the most out of the past
ones with the exception of zhen ji(dw4 has better melon physics for some reason)

I just wish they had the fury textures from the strikeforce games.. Are you an English speaking anime fan?
Are you familiar with Melty Blood, Guilty Gear or Blazblue?
Then I recommend the hell out of this game.

For extra enjoyment, be familiar with pre-internet anime
Have at least 1+ years experience playing fighting games
Preferably at arcades, or online with an arcade stick

To get my arcade stick working, I had to use JoyToKey and plug in my stick AFTER launching the game.

If you are intimate with KOF Extra System\\S Groove, you are ready to play. Just be prepared for speeds faster than Street
Fighter Alpha 3 in Turbo.

If the term Hit Frame makes you scratch your head, or you don't know who Daigo is, you're gunna have a bad time, like all
those negative reviewers below.. Well. NO I love German routes and now this one was on sale so I bought it. Big mistake. This
route has no PZB, LZB or Sifa. So yea... That's bad. Also the textures are broken and cars are flying and weird stuff. Stay away
from this route. trust me. There is a newer Berlin - Leipzig route made in 2016 so I will try that one intead. It's more expensive
but propably better so yea.. At least that one has PZB and LZB. However you need to chance the locos for on that route because
the standard trains don't come with PZB, LZB and Sifa. So that's a downside of that.
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I've played ton's of VN's, Don't always write reviews on them.. just the one's that stand out the extra mile! Strawberry Vinegar
was cute all the way through! I try to limit my screen shots to a limited amount per game but unfortunately with this one I just
couldn't stop.. the food in this game looked SO GOOD!! Beautiful game, beautiful artwork, a decent story,
really hard not to like it & rate it up! :)

I love cooking & with this, I was just too excited to see what meal would come up next.. I even had to find real recipes online
for some and make them myself at home to enjoy. Opened up a totally new dinner menu for me this month ;) <3. thought it be a
cool plane to fly, not even worth 5 bucks never mind 32.99 really? one of the worst planes ive ever wasted my money on, come
on steam have planes for like 5-10 bucks, and have cool planes, don't spend the money on this POS poorly designed aircraft!.
Leatherface is one guest character I would never have expected. That being said I think he has decent moves, and an overall
unique fighting style. Overall he seems like a decent addition, at least mechanically.. CO-OP is dead, and the difficulty is
broken.. My favorite Montezuma game. It fixes much of the gameplay & pacing issues I met with previous episodes. A strong
recommendation, one of the best match-3 games around. (I'm not sure why they still bother trying to sell us a story, though...
There is absolutely nothing that's told here. Just like in most of the series. Not that it matters much, but a good story is always a
plus, even in a casual game.). I feel semi bad leaving a bad review, simply because it has potential, if only certain things were
done away with and others fixed.

The good:

The voice acting
The character profiles and writing
The concept (stop a bomb from blowing up and destroying everything within a 10 mile radius!)

The bad:

The gameplay. You move around slowly with nothing more than WASD. There are 0 other controls in the entire game. Not even
an action key or anything.
The story. There really isn't much of one.

The ugly:

The rendering world. Honestly I don't understand how anybody thought it was a good idea to have the walls of the levels load in
and out like some sort of GIF image on repeat. The walls literally don't even load until you get next to them, so you have no idea
which way you are or are not going. You play on a huge square grid, and it looks wide open and empty until you get within 1
foot of an area and the walls load. It's absolutely ridiculous. Just look at the trailer, and you'll see exactly what I mean. It's
terrible. It's horrible. It's just so bad. I don't know how that ever made it here.

Look, it's a cool idea that was executed poorly. It's just not very fun, and in its current state not worth your time or money. Look
elsewhere friends.. A very realistic skiing in the mountains. Thank you for this simulator. I reckon some items (like giant
snowmen, Santa stuff, etc.) makes it more attractive for kids particularly for Christmas time....maybe a Christmas version of
this simluator.. The decision to buy Rocksmith was made for me the moment I saw this song pack available. It apparently meant
so much to me I also had to write my first review.
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